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GREGORY FORTH 

NAGE KIN TERMS: A NEW FORM OF 
EASTERN INDONESIAN SOCIAL 
CLASSIFICATION* 

The region of central Flores known as Nage or Nage-Keo has so far received 
very little attention from ethnographers. This applies as much to the Nage 
system of kinship and marriage as it does to other areas of society and 
culture. So far not even a list of kin termsl has appcared for Nage. The main 
objective of this paper is to rectify this lacuna by describing the 
classification encountered in and around Bo'a Wae, a major village and the 
administrative centre of the Nage region since h e  heginning of the colonial 
period early this century. A notable feature of the Nage terminology is the 
amount of redundancy in the rcfcrence system. Related to this, though not 
coextensive with it, is the degree of variation in usage encountered among 
different informants. I begin with a sketch of Nage social organization. This 
is followed by a description of individual terms and a forma1 analysis which 
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' By 'kin terms' I simply mem terms that can be defined genealogically and 
therefore form part of an egocentric classification. This of course does not 
preclude such terms being employed in other ways, for example for statuses 
defined other than by genealogical comection. In previous publications I have 
usually referred instead to 'relationship terms'. This expression avoids the 
theoretically controversial words 'kin' and 'kinship', but does not contribute to 
a resolution of problems potentially raised by heir use. 
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96 Gregory Forth 

provides the background and conlext for future discussion of terminological 
variation and possible change. 

1. A Synoptical Account of Nage Society 

Nage are mostly subsistence cultivators and stock raisers who reside on the 
northern and western slopes of the volcano Ebu Lobo in central Flores. 
Using 'Nage' in its broadest sense, their population probably numbers 
something in the region of 50,000. The name 'Km' has come to be applied 
to a closely relaled population, of roughly the same size, living to the south 
and southeast of Ebu Lobo. Owing to the similarity between the two 
groups, and because the present discussion focuses on the Nage of Bo'a 
Wae, hereafter I shall mostly refer only to the Nage. Nevertheless, much of 
what follows applies equally to both populations, so that this essay can be 
regarded as an introduction to the social classification of both Nage and Km. 

For the present purposcs, the most important feature of traditional Nage 
social order is a rule enjoining marriage between a man and a matrilateral 
cross-cousin (preferably a gencalogical MBD). Such a woman is classified as 
li ana and is sometimes described as ana ta'u, 'child of MB'. In accordance 
with this rule, Nage categoricaìly distinguish 'wife-givers' (wawo hape or 
moi ga'e) from wife-takcrs (ana weta, 'children of sisters') and prefer, but do 
not insist, that men's marriages be contracted with groups - mostly local 
segments of clans - from which women have previously been taken (see 
Note 11). At the same time, it is forbidden for a man to marry a FZD or 
other woman classified as a wife-taker, and FBD and MZD are also 
unmarriageabl~.~ In these respccts, then, the system can be called one of 
asymmcuic prcscriptive alliance - prescriptive in ~hat  a person is required to 
take a spouse from a particular kinship category, and asymmetric in that 
prospective aîfines are exhaustively divided between wife-givers and wife- 
takers. This characterization holds in spite of laws of the Catholic Church, 
of which the majority of Nage are now mcmbers. The Church forbids 

A man may also marry a woman in the category ipa .  As i p a  however includes 
only affines - the wives of agnates or female relatives of ego's wife (including 
WBW) - in such cases either the woman would be a widow or, except in 
polygynous marriages, the husband a widower. According to traditional rules, 
marriage with a MLD is possible, though not preferred and, in the view of some, 
possible only when,circumstances (for exarnple, premarital pregnancy) force it. 
In this regard, one of my very best informants distinguished between MeZD and 
MyZD. The latter, he claimed, is strictly forbidden, while MeZD is a possible 
spouse provided that her father is not an agnatic relative of ego's father. In this 
case, then, the age difference between the sisters is isomorphic with the 
hierarchical relations of wife-giver and wife-taker. It almost goes without 
saying that once a man has taken a MZD, her brother cannot marry ego's sister, 
as this would breach the prohibition of direct exchange. Given these 
qualifications, neither marriage between MZC nor with an i p a  compromises the 
prescriptive nature of the marriage rules. 
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Nage Kin Terms 97 

marriage between al1 first cousins. Not only do marriages between 
genealogical MBD and FZS still occasionally take place, however, but Nage 
continue to value this type of marriage and moreover to contract marriages 
between more distant cousins belonging to the Same category. 

While marriage among Nage involves an exchange of both goods and 
members between collectivities designated as givers and takers of wives, and 
while ideally it perpetuates a relationship initiated by previous marriages, 
there is no fixed alliance group defined by lineal descent. Nage prefer that 
children become members of their father's groups, an arrangement that 
requires the payrnent of a bridewealth. But affiliation is not always 
pauilineal, and although Nage recognize groups that might be called 'clans' 
(woe) and 'clan segments', these are more accurately described as ambilineal. 
In fact, the groupings that come together in order to expedite a marriage are 
more flexible and variable than even this would suggest. 'Houses' (sa'o) are 
often spoken of as the units of alliance, yet any given marriage wil1 
normally mobilize two much larger groupings which, furthermore, usually 
do not exactly coincide with clans (conceived as collections of houses 
recognizing common ancestors). In other words, the 'house' (a notion which 
itself is subject to varying contextual definitions) is no more than a focus 
around which more inclusive social unities can form. What is more, while 
Nage speak of whole categones as marriageable or unrnarriageable, maniage 
rules and preferences are largely expressed with regard to individual relatives 
rather than named or unnamed social groups defined by descent or locality or 
some combination thereof. 

2. The Terminology 

Nage reference terms employed by male ego are listed with representative 
genealogical specifications in Table 1. These were provided by a dozen or so 
adult men during three visits I made to the Bo'a Wae region in 1984, 1985 
and 1988. The use of a nurnber of informants partly accounts for the 
appearance of many specifications beside more than one term in Table 1, 
since some usages were subject to disagreement. In other instances, this 
redundancy does not reflect disagreement but alternative usages recognized by 
the Same informants. Women's terms of reference are given in Appendix I. 
These display much less redundancy, a circurnstance that can be atbibutcd, at 
least partly, to their being derived from just two informants. (Hereafter, I 
shall focus on the men's reference terminology, remarking on women's 
usages only in cases where these differ from the men's.) 

As the Nage terminology is an inclusive one, in principle it can classify 
any type of genealogical relative. For this reason, the specifications provided 
in Table 1 must obviously be representative rather than exhaustive. For the 
same reason, the extent of terminological redundancy is somewhat greater 
than the Table would indicate. In deciding which specifications to list, I 
have generally ornitted those given by just one informant or which do not 
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TABLE 1 

NAGE KINS TERMS (BO'A WAE DIALECT): MEN'S TERMS OF REFERENCE (a) 

1. nange 
2 .  nusi 
3 .  kajo 
4 .  ebu 
5 .  a m ,  ema 

ema (ame) dhadhi 
erna (m) ia' a ka' e 
ema (ame) ta'a uzi 

6 .  ta'u 
(or tap U ame, ome ta' u) 

7. ine 
ine dhadhi 
ine ta'a ka'e 
ine ta'a uzi 

8 .  mame 
(or ine mame) 

9 .  tu'a 

ana tu'a 

10. ka'e azi 

ka'e 
azi 

1 1 .  a h  

1 2 .  liana 

1 3 .  éja 

1 4 .  coghe lae 
1 5 .  weta 

16. fai 
17. ipa, ipa weki 
1 8 .  ana 

PPPPP, CCCCC 
PPPP, CCCC 
PPP, CCC 
PP, CC 
F, FB, FFBS, FFZS, FMBS, MFZS, MMBS, 
FZH, FZHB, MZH. ZHF 
F 
FeB 
FYB 

MB, FMBS, MFBS, MMBS, MMZS, FZH, 
MZH, FRWB, MBWB 
M, MZ, FMBD, MFBD, MMBD, FBW, MBW 
M 
MeZ 
MYZ 

FZ, M%, FFBD, FFZD, FMZD, MFBD, MFZD, 
MMZD, MBW, MBWZ. MBWBW, ZHM 
WF, WM, WFB, WMB, WMZ, BWF. BWM, 
ZHF, ZHM, SW, DH, DHR. BSW. BDH. ZDH 
SW, DH (and al1 other relatives classified as 
tu'a, in the fust descending level) 
B, FBS, FZS, MBS, MZS, FFBSS, FFBDS, 
FFZSS, FFZDS, MFBDS 
eB, FBSc 
YB, FBSy 
All specifications listed undcr ka'e uzi, with 
the exceplion of  B.(^) 
FZS, MBS, FMBSS. FFZSS, FBWBS, MBD. 
FMBSD, MFBSD, MMBSD, MMZSD, 
MMBDD, FBWBD, MMMBSSD 
MBS, MFBSS, MMBSS, FBWBS. WB, ZH, 
ZHB, MZDH, FLDH, BWB, SWF, DUF 
WZH, W I S ,  MRDH 
Z, FBD, FZD, MZD, FFBSD. FFBDD, FFZSD, 

FFZDD, FMZSD, FMZDD, MFRDD, MFZSD, 
MFLDD, '%HZ 
W 
WL, WBW, BW, SWM, DHM, MRSW 
S, D, BS. RD, ZS, ZD, FZSS, FZSD, WBS, 
WBD 
ZS, ZD. FZSS, FZSD. FZDS. FZDD, MBSS, 
MBSD, MBDS, MBDD, WBS, WBD, WZS, 
WD 
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Nage Kin Terms 99 

(a) I employ the following orthography. All letters represent sounds 
approximating common English referents, with several exceptions. The /e/ 
represents the schwa (cf. /a/ in 'comma') or a short /e/ (as in 'wet'). except when it 
appears in monosyllabic words or in a f'ial syllable (as in ame, ine, rnarne, ane), 
where it is always pronounced as /é/. The /é/ resembles the /a/ in 'late'. An 
apostrophe between vowels indicates a glottal stop (see ta'u. tu'a). The /c/ (as in 
coghe) is like /ch/ in English 'choke'. (Arndt uses /c/ to represent the Ngadha 
sound he describes as a voiced /N. as in German 'bluhen'; see e.g. Ngadha cema, 
F.) The /gh/ (also as in coghe) is a voiceless fricative resembling the /g/ in 
southern dialects of Dutch. The /w/ is pronounced somewhere between English 
/W/ and /v/, though in initia1 positions it is usually closer to the latter. Finally. 
/dh/ (see dhadhi, s.v. erna dhadhi) is the implosive /d/. 

Specifications are listed in accordance with the following arbitrary principles: 
cognatic kin before affines (including affines of cognates), males before 
females, patrilateral before matrilatcral cognates, ego's level before others, and 
ascending before descending levels. With regard to affinal specifications, wife's 
cognates are listed before spouses of cognates, while spouses of males are listed 
before those of females (thus WB before BW, SW before DH). Although terms 
may have one or more focal specifications (e.g. Nage wil1 usually define ta'u as 
'mother's brother'), the order of terms and specifications adopted here is not 
meant to reflect any evaluation of their meaning and therefore has no theoretica1 
import. 

(b) Although I neglectcd to record terms for MMZSS and MMZDS, it can safely 
be inferred that ka'e azi and doa wil1 apply to these specifications as well. In 
addition to those given under ka'e azi, I recorded the following specifications 
only as doa: FMBSS, FMBDS, FMZSS, FMZDS. MFZSS, MFZDS. There is, 
however, no reason to believe that these cannot also be classified as ko'e uzi. 

add significantly to thc evidcnce rcgarding the form of the classification. We 
shall have occasion to considcr some of thcsc in discussions of individuai 
terms in the ncxt Scction. 

It should be stresscd that individual responses were, as far as possible, 
checked with informants. Thus none of the specifications appearing in Table 
1 is likely to reflect simple misunderstanding, on my part or the 
informants', or to derive from peculiarities of particular local relationships. 
Several further remarks on method are in ordcr here. Because there is a 
marked divergence bctwecn the system of referente and that of address, some 
of the potentially most diagnostic terms (for example, ta'u, li ana, weta) are 
not employed in face-to-face cncounters. This means that there is limited 
opportunity to observe thc terms in use, and for the most part information 
on kin classification was gained by questioning Nage men as to how they 
classified particular typcs of gcncalogical relatives or how they should refer 
to some namcd person relatcd in a particular way. One can of course observe 
people speaking to third parties about a spccific relalive, yet this 
circumstance does not provide the same test of correct usage as a direct, 
vocative application of terms. In addition, their language allows Nage 
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readily to specify relatives with descriptive phrases (fot exarnple, na ko'o 
ine, 'brother of mother', for ta'u), as indeed they often do. In these respects, 
then, the Nage reference terminology tends to assume something of a 
hypothetical character and to allow, even facilitate, variations in individual 
classification. By the same token, certain aspects of the terminology would 
appear to be continually open to negotiation. 

As samples of individual usages were generally not large enough to 
provide statisticai significante, only here and there have I made reference to 
numericai differences in discussing terminological variation. The analysis 
offered below is therefore qualitative rather than quantitative. No doubt 
variation in Nage kin classification is far more complex than indicated here. 
Nevertheless, the following providcs an accurate overview of varying usages 
and as such isolates the main issues that bear upon the general form of the 
terminology . 

Several remarks are in order bcfore reviewing individual terms. As can be 
seen from Table 1, a number of terms apply to both sexes. In these cases 
sex can be indicated wiih the modifying phrases ta 'a ana haki, 'male', and 
t a ' a  fa i  ga 'e,  ' fernal~ ' .~Nage do not use words for 'near' and 'far' to 
distinguish close and distant kin. There is the phrase izu ne'e mumu 
(literally 'nose and mouth'), dcnoting relatives who are very close, but this 
refers more to affcctive and social closeness than to genealogical proximity. 
Particular gencalogical relatives are distinguished within more inclusive 
relationship categories wirh the modifier tenge, meaning 'origïnal; own; 
real, true', while classificatory relatives can be distinguished with the 
modifier bada. Once tenge was explained as a reference to relatives 'who are 
extremely close and who are related (to one) by blood'. The word is not 
always applied exclusivcly to the genealogically simplest specification 
within a category, however. Thus I have FZD as wel1 as Z listed as weta 
lenge. Similarly, one man insisted that a woman related as FFBD was his 
mame tenge. Usually, this phrase distinguishes FZ from MZ and MBW. In 
the same way, some Nage who classified FZH as t a ' u  stated that this 
relaiive was not ta 'u tenge, the phrase they employed to specify MB. 

A numbcr of compound expressions I recorded are not listed in Table 1. 
Since these are eithcr alternatives for tcrms given in the Table or denote sub- 
classes of these, they are best dealt wiih in Section 3. 

' As haki is 'husband', ana haki might be glossed as 'husband child'. Similarly, 
fai ga'e consists of fai. 'wife', and ga'e, a term further discussed in Section 3 
(subsection [v]). At the same time, historica1 linguistic evidence suggests *at 
haki and fai  ('husband' and 'wife') may respectively derive from protoforms 
meaning 'male' and 'female' (see Dempwolff 1938:18 s.v. *babi'. 'female'). In 
both expressions. ta 'a  serves as a relative pronoun. 
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Nage Kin Terms 101 

3. A Review of Individual Terms 

The following discussion of individual terms serves as a prelude to a forma1 
analysis. The terms are dealt with in the order in which they appear in Table 
1. 

(i) EBU, KAJO, NUSI, NANGE. These are al1 reciprocal designations and 
apply to relatives in the corresponding ascending and descending levels. 
Also, in each level a single term applies to al1 specifications, regardless of 
sex, genealogical degree, or affinal status. As is typically the case in 
societies practising asymmetrie alliance, therefore, only the three media1 
levels of the terminology are potentially diagnostic. 

In addition to 'grandparent', ebu can als0 mean 'ancestor'. So too can the 
paired terms ebu kajo, and the most complete combination ebu kajo, nusi 
nange, which is often employed in ceremonial addresses to ancestors or 
spirits of the dead. Occasionally one hears the paired terms izo azo as a 
reference to very remote ancestors (i.e., ones more distant than nange) whose 
degree of genealogical remove is not precisely ~alculable.~ Owing to its 
reciprocal nature, ebu is also used in the sense of 'descendant'. When 
necessary, grandchildren and descendants can be distinguished from 
grandparents and ancestors as ana ebu (ana is 'child'). 

(ii) AME or EMA. These two reflexes of a common Proto-Ausuonesian 
term (see Blust 1980) are to most intents and purposes synonymous. Nage 
of Bo'a Wae often identify ame as a usage more characteristic of dialects to 
the east of them, an assessment largely borne out by comparative linguistic 
evidence. Bo'a Wae people also claim that ema is the more appropriate term 
for a person's own father, and ame for less closely related men in the same 
category. The distinction seems partly to accord with what is found in the 
neighbouring Ngadha region, where cema is F, FB, MB, while pame 
denotes only FB, MB (Arndt 1954, 1961). Among Nage, however, the 
conuast may apply at least as much to vocative usages as to the terms as 
employed in reference, since one regularly hears a man's father referred to as 
ame nga'o (nga'o is the first person singular). As a vocative, ame is further 
used for al1 male relatives in the first ascending level, including ones 
classified in reference as ta'u. In fact, it is a genera1 term of address, applied 
as wel1 to males in ego's and descending levels. Ema is als0 employed as a 
vocative, but less often and for a more resuicted range of persons. As this 
may suggest, use of one or the other term in address appears to reflect as 
much affective and situational factors as purely genealogical ones. 

As is common in Indonesian languages, ego's own father can be specified 

In accordance with the vagueness of their referent, izo and azo are always 
conjoined in a single expression. Evidently. the two words thus employed are 
related to 'izo ázo, a phrase that denotes a hazy or indefinite communication. or 
rumour. 
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with a modifier meaning 'birth, to be bom' (dhadhi). Elder and younger 
brothers of ego's own father, and others in the same category, are then 
distinguished with the addition of terms for elder and younger sibling (ka'e, 
uzi; see Table 1 ;  ta'a is the relative pronoun). The same distinctions are 
made in regard to the category ine (M, MZ, etc.). In respect of males, the 
relative age terms can modify either ema or ame. B y  contrast. in certain 
other expressions only arne is ever combined with another word, as for 
example in arne ka'e (denoting a male 'elder'), arne ta'u, ta'u arne (see [iii] 
below), and arne na (see Appendix I ) .  Ame, rather than ema, always appears 
as wel1 in ine ame, the expression for 'parents' or persons in the parental 
generation. In ritual speeches to spirits of the dead, including those of 
deceased parents, a priest wil1 thcrcfore often begin the address with ine ame, 
ebu kajo. Contracted, this sometimes becomes arne ebu ('fathers and 
grandparcnts, ancestors'). 

While FZH is often classificd, simply, as arne (or ema), and sometimes 
as ta 'u ,  I once recordcd the specification as arne éja ('father of é j a ' ) .  
Although this appears to be a dcscriptive expression rather than a standard 
term, the expression is intercsting insofar as it provides one of a number of 
instances in which éja (WB, ZH) refers specifically to just one sort of 
brother-in-law (in this case, of course, the ZH). Also, the description of 
FZH as the father of a ZH is obviously indicative of asymmetric 
prescriptive alliance. 

(iii) TA'U (or AME TA'U or TA'U AME). While F is consistenlly called 
arne or ema, M B  is always referrcd to as ta'u. This is one of relatively few 
Nage terms that is not obviously rclated to an established Austronesian or 
Malayo-Polynesian protoform or to kin terms in neighbouring languages. In 
Bo'a Wae, it has no mcaning other than as a term for MB and other first 
ascending level rclatives; but in Keo dialects to the south and southwest, it 
appears as the name of a tree (which I have not been able to identify). 
Interestingly enough, in Bo'a Wae the Same tree is named pu'u, the word for 
'trunk, stem' and 'source, ~ r i g i n ' . ~  Since in several contexts, Nage speak of 
mother's brothers and wik-giving groups as pu 'u  (trunks, origins), it is 
perhaps not too fanciful to consider that ta'u might have, or have once had, 
the Same general ~ e n s e . ~  Anothcr possibility worthy of further exploration 

In the meaning of 'trunk' and in combination with individual tree names, pu'u 
denotes al1 trees, as in pu'u' koli, lontar tree (palm) (cf. Indonesian p o h o n  
lontar). With the species dialectally designated as ta 'u, however, pu'u is the 
name of a particuh kind of tree. the scientific name of which I have been unable 
to discover. 

Arndt (1933:478) glosses the apparently related Lio (eastern central Flores) 
word tau as 'a personal name'; 'kind of fruit-hearing tree (tau dzara. a sort of 
shrub)'; and 'to fear, be afraid of', as in 'to fear God'. This last sense is 
especially interesting, as it is reminiscent of the high regard in which wife- 
givers are generally held in eastcrn Indonesia and of the spiritual power they are 
often thought to have over wife-iakers. 
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Nage Kin Terms 103 

is a relationship, by metathesis, between ta'u and tu'a, the term for WF and 
other affines. Obviously, such a connection would be indicative of a former 
classification more consistent with an asymmetrie prescriptive marriage than 
is the present terminology. 

Relatives that men designate as ta'u are alternatively classified as ta'u 
arne or arne ta'u. In a manner that may be described as parallelistic (see 
Section 5) ,  both terms thus incorporate one form of the word for F. The two 
compound terms are completely synonymous in Bo'a Wae. Ta'u ame is 
heard more often than is arne ta'u, which - like arne in contrast to ema - is 
identified with dialects to the east. Some Nage wanted to distinguish 
between ta'u and ta'u arne (or m e  ta'u) on genealogical grounds. Once I was 
told that FZH could be called ta'u arne but not simply ta'u, while in another 
case, the Same claim was made in respect of MZH, given as arne ta'u? As 
these responses were contradictcd by other information, thcy evidcntly reflect 
a minority view. Since MB is commonly distinguished from other relatives 
in the Same category as ta'u tenge, ('own, true MB'), the distinctions some 
Nage wish to draw between ta'u and ta'u ame (or arne ta'u) appear to express 
thc Same sort of contrast. The compound phrases, however, may additionally 
be undcrstood as expressing ambiguity, especially in view of the 
disagrecment concerning whethcr MZH and FZH should properly be 
classified as la'u or arne (see Section 6). 

(iv) INE. As a word reflecting a widely attested Austronesian prototerm for 
M, and as the tcrm consistently given for this relative in al1 Nage dialects, 
there is little further to say about ine. Disagreement regarding the 
classification of relatives under this term as opposed to mame is discussed 
just below. As with arne (or ema), ine includcs al1 first ascending level 
specifications of the appropriatc scx in the system of address, where it is 
applied to rclativcs in ego's and dcscending levcls as well. 

(v) MAME (or INE MAME). Nage consistently give mame as the term for 
FZ and commonly describe it as a word that specifically, or especially, 
designatcs a 'sister of fathcr' (weta ko'o erna). Many men, however, apply it 
to MZ and MBW as well. In sevcral parts of the Km region, to the south of 
Nage, and more particularly in h e  southcastern part of Km, mame appears 
as the tcrm for MB. Indeed, the word resembles terms in a great variety of 
Austronesian languages that denote the maternal uncle (see Forth 1988, 
1990). In a way that corresponds to arne ta'u, Nage combine mame with ine 
to denote the same range of spccifications covered by mame alone. Once 
again, though, a minority of informants argued that the two usages could be 
distinguished genealogically. Thus I have it on record that MZ should be 

In the district of Wudu, just to the east of Bo'a Wae, I was similarly given ta'u 
for MB, FZH, WMB and ame ta'u for MZH, FZH. An informant fiom Rawe, to the 
north of Bo'a Wae, stated that ta'u m e  designated MB, and m e  ta'u FZH; but it 
is not at al1 certain that this is a standard distinction there. 
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called ine mame, and not simply mame, the latter then being described as 
appropriate for FZ alone. In address, mame is often replaced by ine. 
(Whether MZ, for example, is more often addressed as ine than is FZ, I have 
not been able to determine.) 

(vi) TU'A. Tu'a appears to reflect an Austronesian protoform applying to 
affines in the ascending genealogical level (see Blust 1980). The term is 
distinguished from others in the three media1 levels by being the only one 
that is reciprocal and so applies to more than one level. At the Same time, 
relatives in the descending level (for example, SW, DH) can be specified as 
ana tu'a (ana, 'child'). As tu'a is a pwely affinal designation, in this respect 
as well it is distinguished from al1 other terms in the first ascending level, 
which for the very most part are applied only to cognatic kin. Despite the 
importante Nage attach to the distinction of wife-givers and wife-takers, 
both sorts of affines are includcd undcr tu'a. Evcn so, men more oftcn, and 
more consistently, apply tu'a to wik-givers than to wife-takcrs (i.e., ZHP, 
etc.). In line with the different positions occupied by the two sexes in 
relation to marriage and alliance, womcn on Lhe olher hand cmploy tu'a for 
HM and HF and for B WP. 

In many cascs, informanis gave tu'a ga'e as an alternative to tu'a. Tu'a 
ga'e is also described as a collective or plural usage, referring to groups of 
affines as opposed to specific relatives. Somewhat in accordance with this, 
the expression can be understood as a parallelism comprising tu'a and ga'e 
as roughly synonymous and equivalent references to affines in adjacent 
levels, though ga'e is never used alone with this meaning. Ga'e usually 
translates as 'lord, master, owner'. As a reference to affines in other levels, 
it seems therefore to convey an honorific sense. This use of ga'e is als0 
strongly reminiscent of the use of thc virtually synonymous term moi for 
MB in western Keo dialccts, and furthermore the Nage term for wife-givers, 
moi ga'e. As the latter can also be understood as a parallelism, and bccause 
it similarly refers to groups rathcr than individuals, thc two usages would 
appear to differ mainly in that tu'a ga'e can be applied to wife-takers as well 
as to wife-givers while moi ga'e dcsignates only wifc-givers. In addition, 
moi ga'e is a general expression for 'wifc-givers', whereas tu'a ga'e, like 
tu'a, refers speci fically to affines in adjacent terminological Ieve l~ .~  

Another compound expression with a mostly collective reference is tu'a 
éja, a combination of tua and éja (WB, ZH). The term refers to male affines 

Despite their manifest similarity, ga'e  is not clcarly related to ka'e (see sub- 
section [vii] below), an apparent reflex of the Austronesian prototerm for elder 
brother or sister. An intriguing comparison suggests itself with regard to tu 'a  

- - 

gave and the Lio (eastern central Flores) word for the Divinity, du'a ngga'e 
(nggale=ga'e. see Amdt 1933; cf. Nage ga'e déwa, 'divinity, the Divinity'). 
Although some evidence suggests that du'a and tu'a may ultimately be related 
(see Blust 1980:212; Dempwolff 1938:141 s .v .  tuha'). the matter is too 
complex to explore in the present paper. 
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in ego's level, and is most often employed to describe the relation of men 
reciprocally related by marriage. Like tu'a ga'e, it therefore applies to both 
wife-givers and wife-takers. Comparative evidence from eastem dialects of 
Nage indicates that in some places tua éja refers specifically to SWF and 
DHF, and in so far as it denotes groups, to their wives (SWM, DHM) as 
well. 

(vii) KA'E AZI. This expression combines the words for elder sibling (ka'e) 
and younger sibling (uzi) of the same sex, which denote in the first instance 
B (m.s). and Z (w.s.). When applied to cousins, the individual terms are 
reckoned with regard to their ages relative to ego's, irrespective of the 
relative age of the ego's parenu. Two major senses of the expression must 
be distinguished. First, ka'e uzi can denote a person who is either elder or 
younger in relation to ego or, put another way, a person wilh whom he is 
related as 'elder and younger'. Secondly, and especially as an expression used 
by men, ka'e uzi refers to the reciprocal relation of individuals or groups 
related as - or in a way comparable to - siblings of the same sex. In this 
second sense, ka'e uzi is employed reciprocally by social collectivities 
which, somewhat paradoxically in view of the component terms, are not 
distinguished as elder and younger (or senior and junior) - for example, local 
segment5 of different clans that regularly invite one another to sacrificial 
feasts. In this case, the term denotes a relationship that is opposed to 
marriage alliance, in other words to the relation of wife-giver and wife-taker. 
As such, it pertains to social conncctions generally characterized by equality 
or relative identity, which thus contrasts with the inequality of parties 
connected by marriage in an asymmelric alliance syslem. 

When ka'e uzi refers to individual relatives distinguishable either as elder 
or younger, the terms can be applied not only to a man's brothers and male 
cousins, but also to his sisters and female cousins. Thus a man can, for 
example, refer either to his elder brother or elder sister as his ka'e, while 
ka'e or uzi are also occasionally used for female relatives in addre~s .~  When 
the emphasis is upon Lhe sister's sex rather than her age, however, the term 
employed in reference is weta. I t  should be suessed, moreover, that in most 
circumstances ka'e uzi is undcrstood as refcrring exclusively to ego's 
siblings and cousins of the Same sex, including both cross and parallel 
cousins. That is, whereas a man may describe a sisler, Tor example, as 'my 
elder sibling' (ka'e nga'o) or 'my younger sibling' (uzi nga'o), female 

Nage further ernploy ka 'e  and uzi to express relative age irrespective of 
genealogy. Whenever the subject of rny age came up (as it  regularly did in the 
field), upon hearing how old I was, Nage would thus commonly remark that I was 
therefore either their ka'e or uzi. This raises the question of whether these words 
can properly be considered as kin terrns at all. In the present context I treat them 
as such because they are the terms most commonly ernployed in reference to full 
siblings. in contrast to other relatives in the Same level, and therefore stand in 
opposition to other terrns (such as li ana and dja) which are susceptible of a 
genealogical definition. 
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relatives are not normally referred to as ka'e uzi unless they are implicitly 
included in groups so related to ego's own. For the most part, then, the 
terms serve to distinguish Same sex siblings from opposite sex siblings, 
denoted by special terms (weta, Z, m.s.; na, B, w.s.). 

The application of the relative age terms to cross-cousins may seem 
curious, since ka'e uzi frequently denotes a relationship that precludes 
affinity. Nage thus employ the phrase ana ka'e ana ati, refemng especially 
to the relationship of FBC or MZC, t indicate that the parties referred to 
are forbidden to marry. In contrast, the children of opposite sex siblings - 
designated as ana weta ana na ('children of sister and brother', but referring 
specifically to FZS and MBD) - are expected to marry. What we seem to 
confront here are generai and specific senses of ka'e uzi, one referring to al1 
relatives of ego's sex (or even to al1 relatives) in his own geneaiogical level, 
and the other, an unmarked sense, referring to those ka'e uzi who are not 
distinguished as potential affines (for example, FBS, MZS). Ka'e uzi who 
are potential affines (for example, FZS, MBS) are then specified with the 
term li ana (see fix] below). This situation provides one indication that 
affinity among Nage is subsumed or encompassed by a broader form of 
social relationship which is perhaps best glossed as 'kinship'. Indeed, ka'e 
uzi is arguably the closest one comes in Nage to the English word 'kin' 
(cf. Blust 1980:210, regarding the Austronesian protoforms of ka 'e  and 
azi). 

Kae and uzi are furthcr uscd in conjunction with other terms to 
distinguish relative age within other categones of relationship. For example, 
ka'e ipa and uzi ipa denote older and younger individuals whom ego calls ipa 
(for example, BW, WZ; see bclow). In this case, the age status is reckoned 
in relation to the connecting relative - a pattern that is common in eastem 
Indonesia. Thus the wife of an elder brolher or the elder sister of a man's 
own wife is always ka'e ipa, even though the woman may actually be 
younger than ego. 

Nage commonly specify full brothers as ka'e uzi tuka pida or ka'e uzi sa 
tuka,  both of which mean 'same sex siblings of one (the same) belly 
(womb)'. Younger full brothers can also be distinguished as azi dhowe, 
meaning 'younger sibling who follows, succeeds' (see also weta dhowe, 
referring to a full younger sister). The terrns ka'e tenge and uzi tenge (tenge 
is 'own, true'; sce Scction 2) furthcr distinguish full brothers from other 
relatives in the category of ka'e uzi. There are no special terms for half- 
siblings, these being simply described as brothers or sisters who have a 
different mother or father from ego. 

(viii) DOA. As indicated in Table 1, doa largely covers the same range of 
genealogical denotata as does ka'e uzi. In contrast to ka'e uzi, however, the 
term is not usually employed for a man's own brother, nor is it applied to 
females. Women apply doa to fernale relatives in ego's level, just as they do 
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ka'e uzi. Speakers of both sexes als0 employ the term v~catively.'~ 
Further meanings of doa include 'friend, companion, mate' and 'person of 

the Same age'. As such, it generally connotes a relationship of equality and 
structural identity, which, like ka'e uzi, stands in contrast to the inequality 
and asymmetry of the relation of marriage alliance. One man explained doa 
as referring to 'two things that are identical, like two matchsticks from the 
same box'. Consistent with this, ana doa (ana is 'child') is the Nage term 
for 'twin'. As a referente to male relatives in ego's level, doa is sometimes 
combined with delu, a word Nage describe as a synonym of doa. Doa delu 
therefore provides yet another example of a parallelistic usage among Nage 
expressions of re1ationship.l l 

(ix) LI ANA. The shared referent5 of ka'e uzi, doa, and li ana account for the 
largest part of the terminological redundancy in ego's level. It should be 
stressed that there is little disagreement among individual informants as 
regards this area of the terminology. For the most part, then, alternative 
listings do not reflect variation in individual modes of classification. As 
regards male specifications, Nage men are more inclined to give li ana for 
MBS than for FZS, a difference that appears to reflect the asymmeuic 
marriage rule. Even so, the term is applied to FZS sufficiently often to 
confirm this as a regular usage. 

As is clear from Table 1, li ana applies exclusively to cross-cousins. In 
the case of male cousins, these of course can als0 be classified as ka'e uzi or 
doa. With regard to the structure of the terminology, the most important 
difference between li ana and the other two terms is that it applies to female 
as wel1 as male specifications, and then particularly to MBD and 
positionally equivalent specifications (FMBSD, MFBSD, MMBSD), since 
FZD, like Z, FBD and MZD, is always weta. Li ana thus distinguishes 
female matrilateral cross-cousins from al1 other women in ego's level and, 
as Nage explicitly recognize, it thus specifies the prescribed category of 
spouse for male ego. Similarly, female ego applies li ana to female cross- 
cousins and to FZS, while classifying MBS, with B and male parallel 
cousins, as na. 

Since li means 'level, generation, age group', li ana can be uanslated as 
'the children's generation or level'. As some Nage themselves suggested, 
this sense might be understood in relation to the fact that li ana (MBD m.s., 
FZS w.s) are ana wela ana na ('children of sister and brother'), the phrase 

'O As a relationship term, doa appears in Nage dialects to the west and southwest 
of Bo'a Wae (Solo, Légu), as wel1 as in the Ndadha region. but not, apparently, 
in eastern dialects of Nage. According to a Légu informant, moreover, it can be 
used there to distinguish FZS and MBS from FBS and MZS, the latter then 
classified, with B, as ka'e uzi. 
l '  Arndt (1961:81 S.V.  doca) translates the Ngadha cognate, doca delu, as 
'intimate friend, friend and brother'. In Nage, other parallelistic expressions in 
which doa appears include moko doa and kapo doa, both of which mean 'friend, 
companion, mate; person of the Same age and status'. 
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Nage ernploy to describe persons between whom marriage is appropriate.I2 
If the relation of wera (Z, ms.) and na (B, w.s.) is considered as the 
ideological source or fundament of marriage alliance in Nage - as indeed 
most evidence suggests it should be - then li ana, denoting the 'generation 
of the children' of such a sibling pair, specifies the persons who are first 
able, by actually marrying, to realize this kind of connection. At the same 
time, men can apply li ana ta al1 women of ego's level belonging to groups 
that have given wives to ego's own group (for exarnple, MFBSD, FBWBD. 
etc.).13 

The manifestly synthetic nature of the term li ana agrees with its 
exclusive appearance in ihe Nage-Keo area. Nothing similar is found in the 
Ende region to the east or in Ngadha to the west. Indeed, while it als0 occurs 
in the western part of the Keo region, the term is not found in many eastem 
Nage dialects (Raja, Dhawe, Ndora), where it seerns regularly to be replaced 
by ipa. 

(x) EJA. Allhough primarily an affinal term employed for both WB and ZH, 
éja is occasionally used in Bo'a Wae to rcfer as wel1 to MBS, even while 
ego is unmarried or married to someone other than a MBD. Not everyone 
agreed with this last qualification, however, as I also have it on record that if 
ego subsequently manies another man's sister, he should then classify his 
MBS simply as doa. Dcspite its being used reciprocally by brothers-in-law, 
I seem not to have recorded éja as a referente to FZS. Similarly, in Raja, to 
the east of Bo'a Wae, éja denotes MBS, WB and ZH but not FZS. In most 
eastern dialects (Dhére Isa, Rawe, Réndu, Ndora), though, éja is the regular 
term for both sorts of male cross-cousin, as wel1 as for WB and ZH. As I 
have endeavoured to demonstrate elsewhcre (Forth 1991), éja appears to 
reflect an eastem Indonesian prototerm that includcd al1 four specifications. 

(xi) COGHE LAE (or COGHE). This term specifies men who are husbands, 
or prospective husbands (sce WFZS), of sisters of ego's wife or prospective 
wife (see MBDH). Some informants suggestcd that lae, which is not used 
alone as a kin term, might be understood here in the sense as 'to be cut, 
sliced, marked (with a sharp implernen~)'; but what this might signify with 

IZ Nage cornrnonly use ana weta in the sense of 'wife-taker', thus in contrast to 
moi ga'e, 'wife-giver'. The term could also rnean 'sister's child'. but this sense 
is distinguished as ana ta'a weta ('child of the sister') or ana ko'o weta (ko'o, 
'of. belonging to'). It may be noted that. in the first opposition, wife-takers are 
associated with people of a descending level (ana) while, at least in dialects that 
ernploy moi for MB; wife-givers are identified with the ascending level (see also 
the Keo phrase moi mame. 'wife-givers'). A similar contrast is expressed with 
the two other terrns for wife-givers and wife-[akers, viz. wawo hape, '(those) 
above the terrace' (=wife-givers) and au hupe, '(those) below the terrace'. 
'l Again, however, it is the relation of sister and brother that Nage focus upon 
when deterrnining relationships to which li ana applies. Thus, as they rernarked 
with regard to people related as FMBSD and FFLSS. these relatives cal1 one 
another li arm because they descend Frorn a brother and a sister. 
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regard to a WZH is not entirely clear. Nage commonly react to coghe and 
coghe lae with amusement. As they explained, referring to a man as the 
WZH of another can be taken to imply that one is, or may be, having an 
affair with the wife of the other, that is to say, with his WZ. Consistent 
with this, men in the eastcrn district of Réndu, where WZH is classified as 
ka'e uzi, described coghe as a reference to a former lover of a man's 
'mistress' (ana bu'e).14 

It may also be relevant to the connotation of coghe that WZ (m.s.) and 
ZH (w.s.) classify one another as ipa, and that ipa of the opposite sex are 
allowed, even expected, to engage in ribald joking and suggestive banter. 
According to the rulcs of marriage, WZ is in the Same category as ego's 
wife; yet as the spouse of a WZH she is married to another man. That she is 
thus simultaneously available and unavailable, which is to say, ambiguous, 
therefore illuminates Nage attitudes towards men reciprocally relatcd as 
coghe lae, as it does the joking that is characteristic of ipa. 

(xii) WETA. A reflex of an Ausuonesian protoform reconstructed as 
*be(t)aw (see Blust 1980:209, n. 9) ,  this term applies to a man's sister as 
well as to al1 unmarriageable fcmalcs in ego's level, thus to FBD, FZD, and 
MZD. Several Bo'a Wae informants als0 gave weta as a term for MBD, as 
did speakers of othcr western Nage dialects (Solo, Légu, Wudu) where the 
matrilateral cousin can be specified as li ana. Applying weta to MBD is 
frequcntly rationalized with reference to the present Church prohibition of 
first-cousin marriage. Even so, it is just possible that this usage, which in 
effect treats females classifiable as fi ana as a marked sub-category of weta, 
preceded the introduction of Catholicism. 

Al1 relatives designated as weta are more completely named as ine weta. 
Similarly, a woman can refcr to a brothcr either as na or ame na. Nage 
describe ine weta as a more respectful designation than weta alone. Why 
weta should thus be conjoined with ine, the term for mother, is partly 
explained by the use of ine as a common tcrm of address for females 
classified as weta, evcn whilc thcy are still young and unmarried. Since ine 
weta refers to womcn namcd simply as weta, we might also undcrsfand the 
expression and its reciprocal, ame na, as further instances of parallelism, 
comparable to ine mame or ame ta'u (ta'u ame). In this connection it may 
be mentioned as well that, in forma1 speech, ine weta is joined with tu'a éja. 
The expression ine weta, tu'a éja then refers to al1 married females deriving 
from ego's group and male affines who must be summoned, for example to 
a funeral. 

l4 Senses of the rclated Ngadha word soye (/y/ represents the sound I transcribe 
as /gh/ in Nage) are also relevant here. Following Arndt (1961:515). these 
include 'people who secretly cohabit', 'intimate. friendly, allied'. and 'to 
copulate, engage in (sexual) intercourse'. As in eastem Nage. soye (=coghe) is 
evidently not used as a relationship term among Ngadha. 
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(xiii) IPA and IPA WEKI. According to most Nage I questioned, al1 
specifications classified under one term can equally be designated with the 
other. Ipa weki therefore appears to be simply a more complete version of 
ipa. Nevertheless, one of my best informants in Bo'a Wae argued that only 
BW (m.s.) was properly classified as ipa weki. Similarly in the terminology 
I record& for Légu (not far LO h e  south of Bo'a Wae), ipa weki was given as 
one term for MBD, also designated as li ana. Ipa, a reciprocal usage which 
men apply only to female relatives, is cognate with a variety of words in 
Austronesian languages that denote affinal relatives in ego's level (see, for 
exarnple, Malay, Bahasa Indonesia ipar, 'brother-in-law, sister-in-law'). As 
Nage recognize, weki is also the word for 'body*. Yet how this meaning 
might be relevant in the present context is not at al1 evident. In at least one 
context, weki appears interchangeable with ipa: thus, in order to distinguish 
the wives of elder and younger brothers, one can employ either ka'e ipa and 
uzi ipa or ka'e weki and uzi weki. As these alternatives suggest, the 
component terms of ipa weki may constitute yet another instance of 
parallelism, perhaps most comparable to the expression doa delu. 
Interestingly, weki also appears in h e  dialect of Sela Lejo, to the southeast 
of Bo'a Wae, as wel1 as in the Keo dialect of Dhoki, in the term ame weki, 
FZH, MZH (cf. ame,  F, FB). This may be understood in relation to the 
women's use, in Bo'a Wae and elscwhere, of ipa or ipa weki for ZH and 
HZH. 

As noted above, persons reciprocally related as ipa are allowed to engage 
one another in suggestive banter. So too are prospective spouses, that is, 
persons of opposite sex related as li ana. Yet only some ipa, including BW 
and WZ, are clearly marriageable, whereas others, such as WBW, MBSW, 
SWM and DHM, if not dcfinitely forbidden, are at least ambiguous in this 
respect. (Marriage with a widowed WBW, for example, although not 
absolutely prohibited, is unusual and not prefcrred.) Although Nage seem 
not to distinguish between the two sons of rclalives with regard to joking, 
my impression is that joking is more appropriate with thosc who are 
definitely marriagcablc. At the Same time, joking behaviour was said to be 
more characteristic of ipa (or ipa weki) than li ana (MBD, m.s., and FZS, 
w.s.) and that, among ipa, it was more pronounced in the case of BW (m.s.) 
than of WZ. It is not at al1 clcar, therefore, whether ipa weki distinguishes 
members of the class who differ from other ipa in respect of marriage and 
behavioural norms, even when informants wish to conwast the two terms on 
genealogical grounds. What is more, my records show that WBW, for 
example, was classified as ipa weki nearly as oken as was BW.15 

An informant in the Keo village of Dhawe (not to be confused with Dhawe to 
the northeast of Bo'a Wae) claimed that ipa weki applied only to relatives, such 
as BW, whom ego could engage in reciprocal joking, and that the term should 
therefore not be applied to WBW, designated simply as ipa.  In Bo'a Wae, two 
informants, a husband and wife, once explained ipa weki as a reference to li a m  
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(xiv) ANA and ANA ANE. A cognate of words for 'child' in most 
Austronesian languages, ana appears KI be applicable to most close relatives 
in the first descending level. In addition to those listed in Table 1, 
specifications given as ana included FZDC and MBSC. The overlap with 
ana ane, which can be glosseú as 'child of m e ' ,  is therefore even greater than 
the Table would suggest. This redundancy largely reflects disagreement, as 
wel1 as uncertainty, among Bo'a Wae people at present as to the correct 
application of ana ane. Even so, over twice as many informants gave ana 
ane for ZC as gave ana, while similar results were obtained for FZDC. In 
contrast, only once did I record ana ane as the term for BC (actually BS). 
This tends to suggest that the two terms distinguish own children and 
brother's children from the chilàren of women whom ego calls weta (Z, 
FBD, FZD, MZD). At the Same time, most Bo'a Wae informants gave 
WBC as ana ane rather than simply as ana. Thus the former term would 
appear to include the children of al1 affines (or potential affines) in ego's 
level, which is to say, of al1 men ego classifies as éja. 

The term ane supports this interpretation. In Bo'a Wae, ane is a vocative 
usage which is commonly described as a respectful yet friendly, even 
intimate, form of address used reciprocally by men of roughly the Same age 
and genealogical level.16 The term is moreover closely identified with men 
classified as éja (WB, ZH). While it is used most often between brothers-in- 
law, it can als0 be employed by a bachelor to address MBS and unmarried 
FZS, as is consistent with the rnarriage prescription (see [x] above, re 
éja).17 Nevertheless, one cannot ignore the fact that a number of recorded 
usages are inconsistent with a definition of ana ane as a child of an éja (or of 
a wornan whose husband, according to asymmetric alliance, should be 
classified as such). Thus MBDC were usually given as ana ane, while my 
records show that WZC were classified only in this way. According to 
asymmetric alliance, of course, these specifications should be placed with 
ego's own children, under ana. In addition, one of my best informants 
described ana ane as a term without definite genealogical specifications that 
could be applied to the children of anyone in ego's level 'who belongs to 

who were not li ana tenge, 'own, true li ana'. They then went on, however, to 
d e f i e  al1 persons positionally equivalent to MBD (ms.) or FZS (w.s.) as 'true li 
a n a ' .  To the extent that any particular significante can be attached to this 
description, it may allude to ipa weki as a term for affines (such as BW. WZ, etc.) 
who are married to someone else and thus not available, or not immediately 
available, in the same way as, for example, an unrnarried MBD. As this may 
suggest, it is also possible that ipa weki originally distinguished al1 persons in 
the broader category (ipa) who were already married. It would then have applied, 
for example, to al1 BW but only to some WZ. 
l 6  In the sense of 'age mate', it is just conceivable that ane may represent a 
conflation of ame and ana .  the predominant terms for males in the first 
ascending and descending levels respectively. 

One man gave ana éja ('child of éja ' )  as the term for WBC. but this appears 
not to be a regular usage. 
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another line', or, more simply, to the children of generation mates other 
than one's own siblings. While as it stands this would exclude geneaiogical 
ZC, it does at least account for the inclusion of WZC and the children of al1 
cousins and affines. The definition is als0 consistent with the fact that, as a 
vocative, ane is not entirely restricted to affines (éja ) and can be used for 
agnates and WZH (coghe lae) as well. 

At the Same time, in over a dozen terrninologies recorded for other Nage 
and Keo dialects, ana ane or related tems (ane, ane m) do indeed distinguish 
ZC and the children of éja from BC and own children. The majority of ter- 
minologie~, moreover, include ana ane as a usage distinguishing ZC (and 
sometimes FZCC) from al1 other relatives in the first descending level (thus 
C, BC, WBC, WZC, MBCC, etc.). It seerns likely, therefore, that in this 
area of the Bo'a Wae terminology, one encounters evidence of 
terminological change, particularly from a classification which distinguishes 
between relatives who are actuai or potential affines and those who are not, 
to one that places somewhat greater ernphasis on the contrast of own line 
and others. 

4. Formal Analysis 

The fact that in numerous instances the Same specifications are covered by 
more than one term, and the disagreement among individual Nage which this 
situation partly reflects, poses special problems for a formai analysis of the 
reference terminology. It does nol, however, render such an analysis 
impossible. As should aiready be clear, the most diagnostic levels are ego's 
and the first ascending level. For convenience, I shall deal with these two 
separately, beginning with ego's level. 

Although al1 male specifications in ego's level are classifiable as ka'e uzi 
or doa, the term li ana distinguishes cross-cousins (MBS, FZS) within this 
broader class. In so doing, it provides the terminology with a lineal cast of 
the sort typicai of classifications of prescriptive alliance. At the same time, 
since the term applies both to MBS and EZS, it effects a syrnmetrical equa- 
tion that is not fully consonant with the asyrnmetric nature of the marriage 
rules. The asymmetry of the marriage system is, however, plainly reflected 
in the application of li ana only to MBD among females in ego's level; the 
patrilaterai cross-cousin (FZD) then being called by the term for Z, FBD and 
MZD. Asymmetry is als0 partly evidenced, in this level, in the occasional 
application of éja (WB, ZH etc.) to MBS but apparently not to FZS. 

Clearly, then, ego's level is the one most in agreement with Nage 
marriage rules. It is also the level characterized by the least disagreement 
among informants, the listing of specifications under more than one term 
for the most part reflecting widely recognized alternative usages. The first 
ascending level contrasts in both respects with ego's. Not only does one 
encounter here greater variation among informants, but these suggest quite 
divergent principles of classification. 
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It is useful first to make clear where agreement lies in the classification 
of first ascending level specifications. To begin with, aside from the affinal 
designation tu'a, there are only four terms in this level, two applying to 
males (ame or ema, ta'u) and two to females (ine, mame). What is more, in 
al1 recorded instances, M was only ever referred to as ine and FZ only as 
mame. Similarly, Nage of Bo'a Wae always classify F as ame (or ema) and 
MB as ta'u. We therefore have the following distinctions which are 
indicative of the sort of terminological linearity associated with prescriptive 
maniage: 

M # F Z  F # M B  
As is clear from Table 1, the major source of disagreement is the proper 

classification of parents' Same sex siblings and cousins. FB is to al1 intents 
and purposes exceptional in this regard, for nearly al1 of the men I 
questioned were certain that this relative should be classified, with F, as ame 
(erna). Just one man insisted that FB could only be referred to as ta'u (MB); 
and I am satisfied that this claim reflects the influence of Bahasa Indonesia 
(which classifies parents and parents' siblings in the Same way as 
English).ls Furthermore, in no other Nage dialect for which I have 
information is FB distinguished from F and terminologically identified with 
MB. 

The situation is quite different as regards MZ, since about 70 per cent of 
people questioned classified this relative as mame (or ine mame), the term 
for FZ, rather than as ine (M). The Same pattern is als0 encountered in the 
neighbouring disuicts of Solo, Légu and Wudu. As only one Bo'a Wae 
informant consistently gave FB as ta 'u,  referring to MZ as mame is 
unlikely to be a simple reflection of the influence of Bahasa Indonesia. Nor, 
for the Same reason, can it easily be atuibuted to influence from the 
neighbouring Ngadha language, which regularly equates MZ with EZ and 
FB with MB. In fact, Nage appear to be unaware of differences in kin 
classification between their own language and that of their Ngadha 
neighbours. It is als0 noteworthy that, in contrast to MZ, FBW is quite 
consistently referred to as ine. In this connection, the difference was once 
explained as relating to the circumstance that, like M, a FBW is usually 
incorporated into ego's own group, while even a married MZ very often is 
not. Similarly, I als0 heard that MZ is properly called ine only if she is 
married to a FB. These data thus suggest a definibon of mame as a woman 
who, after marriage, becomes a member of another group. Further in accord 

l B  The man in question was brought up speaking the national as well as the local 
language and is rnarried to a wornan from another ethnolinguistic group with 
whom he normally speaks Bahasa Indonesia. He also claims to be more 
comfortable in the national language, which he uses more often than Nage. 
Another man. in fact a half-brother of the first, on various occasions gave FB 
either as arne or as ta'u (or ta'u ame, arne ta'u); but the factors that explain the 
first case very likely apply in this instance as well, particularly as regards the 
influence of the national language. 
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with this is the fact that MBW was classified as mame more often than as 
ine. (Mame was given for MBW in over 60 per cent of cases.) In a more 
generd vein, it may be noted that disagreement conceming the specifications 
of ine and mame largely corresponds to that concerning the classification of 
first descending level relatives as ana or ana ane. 

Variations in the classification of FZH and MBW have different structural 
implications from those concerning MZ. Referring to FZH as ta'u (as was 
done in about 45 per cent of cases) obviously effects a syrnmetric equation 
(MB = FZH), as does the classification of MBW as mame (so that FZ = 
MBW). In contrast, when FZH is rcfcrrcd to with thc term for F (and FB), 
as was the more common identification in Bo'a Wae, this relative becomes 
distinguished from MB in a way ihat accords with asymmetric alliance. The 
same of course applies when MBW is classificd as ine (M) rather than as 
mame (FZ). Thus we have two contrasting pairs of equations and 
distinctions, namely: 

F # F Z H = M B  M#MBW=FZ 
and 

F=FZH#MB M=MBW#FZ 
In this part of the terminology, one glimpses an obvious means by 

which a classification of syrnmetric alliance can be transformed to make it 
accord more closely with an asymmetric marriage system (cf. Forth 1990). 
The fact that Nage retains just four tcrms for agnates and cognates in this 
level moreover suggests that this is precisely what has bccn done - or, 
perhaps more exaclly, what some Nage are endeavouring to do. The present 
terminology might be characterized as impcrfcct in lhis respect, since by 
equating MBW with M, the relative who is the most eligible to become 
ego's WM is includcd in the category of mothers of prohibited women. Yet 
the Same applies when MBW is classilicd with F2 as mame, since, formally 
speaking, FZD is as much prohibited in marriage as is Z. What is more, the 
classification of MBW with M, and FZH with F, is consistent with at least 
one major feature of Nage alliance practice. Thus, when ego's group enters 

I into marriage negotiations, as wel1 as on other occasions requiring an 
exchange of material goods with its own wife-givers, ego's wife-takels are 

l 

as it were temporarily subsumed as membcrs of his own group. In this 
context, then, a FZH is expcctcd to contribute the Same sort of goods (for 
example, to a bridewealth) as is a F or a FB. Of course, this feature of social 

l 
organization does not particularly accord with thc classification of MBW as 

I ine (M). It should be noted, howevcr, that MBW was classified with FZ 
(mame) nearly twice as oftcn as with M, while in contrast FZH was 
classified with MB (fa'u) only half as olten as with F. 

An interesting comparison in this connection concerns the classification 
of MZ and MZH. Whereas MZ was classified by nearly three-quarters of 
informants as mame (FZ) rather than as ine, an even larger majority reported 
ame rather than ta'u as the term for MZH. The situation with MZH is thus 
not unlike that of FBW, who, in contrast to MZ, is normally referred to as 
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ine. In general, therefore, one may conclude that men classify males in the 
first ascending level in a way that accords with asymmetric prescriptive 
alliance to a far greater extent than they do females in this Same level. 
Whatever else this might imply, it agrees with the preference Nage display 
for pauilineai affiliation as wel1 as the fact that, when contracting marriages, 
including their own, men have to deal with other men. 

By now, it should be more than apparent that the Nage referente 
terminology regularly distinguishes affines from agnatic and cognatic kin. In 
this respect, the classification must generally be characterized as 'non- 
prescriptive', even though it is used to articulate a marriage system in which 
a union with a particular category of relative is enjoincd. At the Same time, 
the classification does not actually contradict the rules of marriage (as 
arguably it might do if, for example, MBD wcrc consistently classificd with 
Z and FZD, or MB with F). In addition, in limitcd areas of the tcrminology 
one does find equations that are indicative of prescription, and for the most 
part of an asymmeuic prescription. These include: 
(+l) FZ = ZHM (mame) 

FZH = ZHF (ame) 
(O) MBS=WB=SWF(éja) 

ZH = DHF (éja ) 
WZH = WFZS = MBDH (coghe lae) 
FZD = ZHZ (weta) 
WBW = SWM (ipa) 

It must be noted, however, that several of these equations are as it were 
weakened by alternative usages. Thus ZHF and ZHM were given by some 
informants as tu'a, rathcr than as ame or mame. This suggests that tu'a is 
understood by some informants as a gcncral marker of affinal status in the 
first ascending level, thus being applicable symmetrically as it is in the 
descending level, where it dcnotes both SW and DH. (In contrast to more 
eastcrly dialects, moreovcr, in Bo'a Wae DHM is usually classified as ipa 
and thus equated with SWM, whereas according to asymrnetric alliance 
DHM should be classified with Z, as weta.) In a similar way, while FMBS 
and MMBS were sometimes dcsignated as ta'u (MB, MBWB), and thus in a 
manner consistent with a classification of asymrnetric prescriptive alliance, 
others gave these specifications as ame or ema, which suggests a use of 
parent terms where more specific (and, in a sense, 'affinal') terms do not 
clearly apply. Finally, we might recall that MBS is classified not only as 
éja, but also as ka'e uzi, doa, and li ana, terms that do not apply to WB, 
SWF, ZH or DHF. 

Having outlined indications of terminological linearity and features 
consonant with prescriptive marriage, we may now summarize several more 
general charactcnstics of the Nage terminology. 
(1) Except for alternate levels (+2, -2, etc.), gencalogical levels are sirictly 
distinguished, so no term is furthcr applied in an adjacent level. Despite the 
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fact that they incorporate the parent terms, ine weta and ame na, the more 
elaborate terms for Z (m.s.) and B (w.s.) respectively, are not true 
exceptions to this. 
(2) In view of the marked disagreement, and indeed the lack of clarity on the 
part of some informants, regarding the contrast of ana and ana ane, 
practically speaking distinctions of neither sex, linearity, nor alliance status 
are unambiguously expressed in the first descending level. In this respect, 
then, the level resembles - or is tending to resemble - the second descending 
and ascending and more remote levels of the classification. 
(3) Within ego's level, the majority of terms are self reciprocal (see ka'e azi, 
doa, li ana, coghe lae, éja, ipa). This feature is one expression of the general 
symmetry of the classification. The only term applied reciprocally between 
levels is tu'a, and this is an entirely affinal term. Since éja and other mostly 
affinal designations are also reciprocal, asymmetry - or the distinction of 
relatives definable as wife-givers and wife-takers - is far more pronounced 
among terms for cognates than among those applying to affines. 
Furthermore, since in respect of heir genealogical specifications (as opposed 
to the way they are used in articulating marriage rules) terms for cognates do 
not unambiguously denote wife-givers and wife-takers, it may be concluded 
that the Nage terminology does not actually express this opposition at all. 
As noted earlier, this is done with expressions that refer at least as much to 
social collectivities as to individuals, including moi ga'e and ana weta and 
wawo hape and au hape. 
(4) No terms in the second ascending or descending or more remote levels 
are sex specific. Nor are tu'a, li ana, ana or ana ane, though in al1 cases sex 
can be indicatcd with modifying phrases. The term ipa is applied reciprocally 
to persons of the opposite sex, thus to BW, WBW, WZ (m.s.), and HB, 
HZH, ZH (w.s.). A woman, however, employs ipa for female as wel1 as 
male specifications, applying it in addition to HZ, BW, ZHZ, SWM and 
DHM. Corresponding 10 this differente is the absence of a specifically 
female counterpart of the male term éja. Ka'e azi, and the largely 
synonymous doa, on the other hand, are employed by both male and female 
speakers but refer only (or mostly, in the case of ka'e uzi) to persons of the 
Same sex, thus to B, FBS, etc. (ms.) and Z, FBD, etc. (w.s). Of the terms 
employed by a man, the only ones that dislinguish sex absolutely are 
therefore ame (or ema), ta'u, ine, mame and weta. That al1 but one of these 
are from the first asccnding level confums the importante of this level in 
articulating distinctions crucial to the operation of the system of alliance.lg 
In this connection it should be recalled that, in the Nage view, alliance has 
its basis in the relationship of opposite sex siblings at the parental level, 
prescribed spouses being the children of a sister (weta, ms.) and a brother 

l9 In this connection, i t  rnay be noted for example that Nage sometirnes specify 
marriageable and unrnarriageable wornen with dcscriptive compounds incorpor- 
ating ana and a fust ascending level term such as ta'u or mame. 
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(na, w.s.). The fact that weta appears in this set is, conceivably, also of 
significance in relation to the conjoining of this term with ine to form ine 
weta, the more formal way of referring to a man's sister. 

5. Parallelism and Encompassment 

Ine weta further provides a possible instance of what may be described as a 
terminological parallelism. As indicated earlier, this pattern appears to be 
rather common in Nage relationship usages; thus, previously noted 
examples include tau ame, arne ta'u, tu'a ga'e, tu'a éja, doa &lu, ipa weki, 
and ebu kajo. Such lexica1 pairing is, in fact, extremely widespread in Nage 
and other centra1 Flores languages, where it figures as a common syntactical 
feature not only of ceremonial speech but als0 of everyday discourse. That it 
should appear among terms of relationship as wel1 is thus not at al1 
surprising.20 

Because parallelistic features of kin classification cannot be fully 
examined here, it may be sufficient to record several general observations. 
The main point about parallelistic tcrms is that one component does not 
straightforwardly modify the other (as, for example, dhadhi, 'birth', modifies 
ine in ine dhadhi, 'birth mother') or function as a possessive (as in the case 
of ana ta'u, 'child of M B ' ) ,  but occurs as an element formally equivalent to 
the other and, in some sense, figures as its complement. At the Same time, 
the relationship between component words can be quite various. With doa 
and delu, for example, the two are largely synonymous, so that one merely 
repeats and so clarifies or confirms the sense of the other. Noteworthy here 
is the fact that doa, probably deriving from a different root, als0 means 
'robber, thief'. As is oflen the case with Nage parallelisms in general, 
therefore, the paired term, delu, has the effect of specifying which sense of 
the other word is intended. 

Seemingly at the opposite end of the spectrum, arne and ta'u, although 
combined in ta'u arne and arne ta'u, denote suucturally opposed positions in 
the Nage relationship system. By the Same token, whereas some 
parallelisms (for example, doa delu) apparently function to reduce 
ambiguity, with usages like arne ta'u, the pairing may express, even a f f i ,  
an ambiguity, revealing a reluctance as it were to seule on one term rather 
than the other. In this particular instance, the two terms might further be 

20 TWO instances of this, drawn from quite diverse cultural domains, include the 
reference to a house in formal speech as sa 'o  téda, 'house (and) house floor, 
platform' (sa'o is 'house'; téda alone dcnotes the more open, front section of a 
house), and ga 'e  déwa, the term for God, who is also designated simply as déwa. 
Both expressions thus refer to what is commonly designated with one term 
alone (sa'o or déwa), and so are closely comparable to ame ta'u or ta'u ame in 
relation to ta'u (MB). Nage variously interpret ga'e in ga'e déwa as a reference 
either to ancestors or free spirits, in other words, lesser manifestations of divin- 
ity that are subordinate to the Divinity, specified either as déwa or ga'e déwa. 
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seen as existing at different levels of inclusiveness, with arne referring to a 
more genera1 category and ta'u to a more specific, and included, one. 
(Vocative usages are relevant here, for as noted, relatives classifiable as ta'u 
are always addressed as arne or ema.) This perhaps comes close to 
suggesting that, in arne ta'u, ta'u modifies ame. If so, it does this in a rather 
special way, not radically dissimilar from the way delu modifies the 
polysemous term doa. Furthermore, whereas adjectives and other modifiers 
follow a noun in Nage, there is the variant form ta'u ame, which is 
completely identical in meaning to arne ta'u and which may therefore be 
understood as an instance of exactly the same kind of parallelistic usage. 

It aimost goes without saying that what applies to ta'u arne (or arne fa'u) 
applies with much the Same force to ine mame, which combines the terms 
for M and FZ. Ine weta (Z) of course represents another variation altogether, 
since here it is tenns for females of different levels in ego's line that are 
contrasted, rather than females at the Same level in different terminological 
lines. As noted earlier, moreover, ine weta can be understood as an 
expression combining a genera1 vocative for female kin (which hus includes 
Z, ms.) with the specific term of referente. Muiatis mutandis, al1 this is 
pertinent as well to arne na, a form of the women's term for B. 

The expression tu'a ga'e is an example of yet another parallelistic 
relation. Although the component words are not actually synonymous, tu'a 
and ga'e (which by itself is not a kin term) resemble one another in 
meaning. In addition, their similarity suggests that this combination may 
fail somewhere between the extremes representcd by h a  delu and arne ta'u. 

Somewhat in contrast to tu'a ga'e, h e  phrase fu'a éja, referring to male 
affines in ego's genealogical level, combines two distinct relationship terms 
in a manner more reminiscent of arne ta'u. Worh recalling here is the fact 
that the expression applics also to affinally related groups, rather than 
individuals, that is, parties that would normally include persons classified as 
éja and fu 'a .  It may just bc relevant as well that, as evidcnce from more 
easterly Nage dialects suggests, tu'a éja espccially refers to the fathers of 
ego's children's spouses (or thcir groups). Rccalling that tu'a is a purely 
affinal designation, we should note that SWF and DHF, while positionally 
equivalent to a man's own brothers-in-law, are so to speak 'more affinal' 
than more focal members of the category éja, who as noted can include MBS 
as well as WB and ZH. 

Lastly, we may reiurn to terms for more distant genealogical levels. As 
noted, Nage designate 'ancestors' either as ebu, as ebu kajo, or as ebu kajo 
nusi nange. In these cases, too, parallelism serves to clarify polysemous 
terms, since ebu kajo, for example, figures as a more complete expression 
for what is denoted simply by ebu, the word for 'grandparent'. In this way, 
ebu, in the sense of 'ancestor', als0 subsumes or encompasses kajo, much 
in the Same way as ame, understood as a genera1 term for males in the first 
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ascending level, may be seen, particularly in the synonymous terms ame 
ta'u and ta'u ame, as encompassing t a ' ~ . ~ '  

Indeed, some form of encompassment is detectable in most if not al1 kin 
term pairings, where one element (generally the second) refers to a more 
specific category than does the first. As a principle of classificatory order, 
however, encompassment transcends insmces of terminological parallelism. 
For example, ka'e uzi and doa both subsume li ana as applied to male 
specifications in the simple sense that the latter denotes a sub-category of 
the former terms. While the evidence is not quite so clear. the same may be 
uue of weta and li ana as applicd to fcmale specifications, and, in the first 
desccnding level, of ana and ana ane. 

6 .  Concluding Remarks 

Without taking these maucrs too far, it is quite clear that the hypothetical 
inclusion of MBD, for example, within a class that also includes Z, FBD, 
and MZD has important implications for the evolution of Nage kinship 
terminology, particularly from one consistent with a classification of 
asyrnmetric prescriptive marriage to one that is not, or vice versa. 
Numerous features of Nagc tcrminology are indicative of such a change, 
including the extcnt of redundancy (in part, itself a function of 
encompassment) and variations in individual usage. Indced, I would go so far 
as to suggest that, in revicwing tcrms employed at present in Bo'a Wae, one 
comes about as close as one possibly can to obscrving a classification in the 
process of transformation from one dominant form of order to another. 

This assessment (which must await dcmonstration elsewhere) is further 
borne out by regional comparisons. In spite of local or dialectal variations, 
some of which were noted above, evidence collected from some 16 districts 
or villages confirms that one can uscfully speak of Nage-Keo tcrminology, 
and that this differs in significant rcspccts from what is found to the east and 
west. To the west, the Ngadha tcrminology rcveals a thoroughly bilateral 
classification that distinguishcs parcnts from al1 parents' siblings and 
consistcntly separates cognatcs and affines (Arndt 1954: 167-9; 1961). In 
contrast, to the east one cncountcrs in the region of Ende a classification far 
more in accord with asyrnmetric prescriptive alliance, which displays one or 
two symmctric features (Necdham 1970). Combining features of both, the 
Nage terminology of Bo'a Wae quite clearly falls between these two 
systems. At the Same time, and as one would therefore expect, eastern 

Similarly, when rzferring to ancestors, both ebu and ebu kajo can be seen to 
subsume nusi nange. We might further note here a parallelistic use of ebu and 
kajo found in ritual speech, where for exarnple the ancestral couple Oba and 
Nanga, often spoken of as the first ancestor and ancestress of humanity. are 
designated as 'Ebu Oba (and) Kajo Nanga'. in this usage the two terms. nol being 
distinguished by genealogical level, are obviously employ ed as equivalents. 
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dialects of Nage, which is to say ones located closer to the Ende region, 
reveal a classification conforming rather more closely to asyrnmetric 
marriage rules than does the terminology of Bo'a Wae. which in several 
respects more closely resembles what is found among Ngadha. 

The principal purpose of this essay has been to fill a major gap in our 
knowledge of Flores, and more generally, eastern Indonesian, relationship 
systems. In view of the transitional character of the Bo'a Wae terminology, 
however, the present analysis should provide a useful point of departure for 
further studies of social classification and terminological development in 
this part of the Austronesian-speaking world. 
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APPENDIX l 

NAGE KIN TERMS (BO'A WAE DIALECï): WOMEN'S TERMS OF REFERENCE 

1. nange 
2 .  nusi 
3. kajo 
4 .  ebu 
5 .  a m e , e m  

erna (m) dhadhi 
erna (m) ra'a ko'e 
erna (arne) ta' a uzi 

PPPPP, CCCCC 
PPPP, CCCC 
PPP, CCC 
PP, CC 
F, FB, FZH, MZH, HMB, BWF, ZHF, MBWM, 
FFBS, FFZS, MMZS, FZHZH . 
F 
FeB 
FYB 
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6. ta'u
(or ta' u ame, ame ta' u)

I. ine

ine dhadhi
ine ta'a ka'e
ine ta'a azi

8. mame

(or ine mame)

9. tu'a

10. ka'e azi or doa

ka' e
azi

I I . li ana
12. na (or ame na)

13. due (or due dolef^
14. ipa, ipa weki

MB, FZH, BWF, MMBS
M, MZ, FBW, BWM, ZHM, MMBD, MMZD,
MBWBW
M
MeZ
MyZ

FZ, MZ, FBW, MBW, FFBD, FFZD, MMBD,
FZHZ
HF, HM, HFB, HFZ, HMZ, BWF.BWM, ZHF,
ZHM; SW, DH, BSW, BDH, ZSW, ZDH
Z, FBD, FZD, MBD, MZD, FFBSD, FFBDD,
FFZDD, MMBSD, MMBDD, MMZSD,
MMZDD
eZ
yz
FZS, FZD, FFBDS, FFZSS, FFZDS
B, FBS, MBS, MZS, BWB, SWF, FFBSS,
MMBSS, MMBDS, MMZSS, MMZDS

HBW
HB, HZ, BW, HZH, ZHB, ZHZ, SWM, DHF,
DHM, FFZSD, FFZDDH
H
C, BC, ZC, HBC, FBSC, FBDC, FZSC, FZDC,
MBSC, MBDC, MZSC, MZDC
HZC

(a ' Dole was said to have no separate meaning, and the word here seems simply
to confirm the sense of due. In this connection, it should be noted that due alone
can refer to a woman's 'co-wife' (see also ine due or ine ta'a due 'épo ['épo, 'later,
subsequent'], 'father's other wife, mother's co-wife'; fai due, 'co-wife, [a man's]
second wife', 'to have more than one wife'; fai due wunga, 'first wife [in a
polygynous marriage]'; fai due dhéko, 'second and subsequent wives'; wunga,
'first'; dhéko, 'to follow, following'). Due dole may be used especially, but not
exclusively, when describing the relationship of two women as the wives of two
brothers. Interestingly, Nage do not clearly differentiate women related thus
from two women married to the same man.

15.
16.

17.

haki
ana

ana ane

APPENDIX 2

COMPARISON OF REFERENTIAL AND VOCATTVE USAGES

Below, men's terms of reference (see Table 1) are listed with the address term or
terms used for relatives in each reference category. As not all possible vocative
usages are included, the list should be considered indicative rather than
exhaustive. Information on a number of terms not found in the reference system
is provided in footnotes. As regards structure, it is worth noting that, with the
exception of ebu and the relative age terms (ka'e, azi), all vocatives are sex
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specific. Hence sex is distinguished in address to a far greater degree than in 
reference, whereas other distinctions (for example, linearity. alliance status) are 
hardly expressed at all. 

Referente term Address term 

nange, nusi, h j o .  ebu ebu (both sexes), arne (or e m a ,  males). ine  
(females)' 

arne or ema ame or erna 
ta'u ame 
ine ine 
mame, ine mame ine or mame 
tu'a ame, ema (males), ine (females) 
ka'e uzi, doa 

li arm 
Pja 
coghe lae 
weta, ine weta 

fai 
ipa 
ana. ana ane and ana tu'a 

ka 'e  or azi ( doa  is used vocatively in some 
contexts) 
ane (males), ine or mogi (females12 
ane, éja3 
erna, ane or ka'e or uzi 
ine, rnogi or ka'e or uzi 

ine 
i ne 
ema, ame, rneka (males15 ine, mogi (females) 

'Ame and ine are in fact very genera1 forms of address, being employed as wel1 
for strangers or people related in no particular way. Persons in the second 
ascending or higher levels appear to be addressed most often as ame or ine. 
According to one opinion, ebu should be reserved for closely related people in 
this level; others stated that the term is rarely used as a vocative, even for one's 
own grandparents. On the other hand, it is employed by servants when 
addressing persons of nobility. Relatives in the second descending or lower 
levels can also be addressed in the same way as ana (C, BC, etc.). It is not clear 
to what extent ebu is applied vocatively to these levels. 

Mogi is a fairly general term of address for immature (or. as this is sometimes 
phrased, unrnarried) females. It is, however, also used for older women (for 
example, mature daughters and daughters-in-law) by men and women who are 
considerably senior. thus indicating that the age criterion is, partly at least, 
relative. My impression is that mogi is a rather affectionate form of address. 
Different informants described it as a 'refined' or 'familiar' usage. The male 
equivalent of mogi, as a respectful address for young persons. is meka (see note 
5 below). Like a number of other vocatives, neither term can be defined 
~enealogically . 

Eja is a less common vocative than ane and is used to address a brother-in-law 
only if the relationsh,ip is affectively close and friendly. The term is also used to 
address men who are not actually brothers-in-law but who are roughly the same 
age and status as ego. 

A man can also address his wife by her proper name or with a teknonym (ine 
koó  X ) .  

Meka is the most respectful of male titles and is most often applied to older 
and deceased men or male ancestors (as when reciting genealogies). The phrase 
mata meka refers to the death of an elderly man. In address, m e h  is also applied 
to adolescents and young boys, including both closely and distantly related 
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Nage Kin Terms 

males. Particularly ego's own children can be addressed with their proper names. 
I was told that a son is most appropriately addressed as meka when he bears the 
same name as a grandfather. and that a daughter named after a grandmother 
should be addressed as either ine or mogi. 
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